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Connected, digital trains bring greater efficiency and cost 
saving, but with added requirements for cyber security

Monitoring of Safety Critical 
TCMS Networks

Use Case

Background
Train builders are increasingly looking towards digitalisation as a way to improve fleet efficiency and reduce 
operational overheads. 

They are engaging in programmes to deploy remote condition monitoring, connecting systems that have 
previously not been able to communicate with wayside systems. Ethernet backbones are at the heart of modern 
digital trains. They provide a simple, effective way to connect systems onboard a train using commodity network 
technology.

Operators are increasingly asking for more details regarding cyber security and how onboard risks are 
managed in new train fleets. This is creating additional challenges for Train Builders who have not previously 
considered cyber security to be a priority.

It takes time to build maturity into a cyber security programme. As digital trains represent only the newest of 
fleets, the train builders and operators are working quickly to develop the necessary maturity into their cyber 
security programmes. 

Often these are new requirements that were not included in the original train specification, and so represent a 
change to designs. Depending on the timing of the new requirements, it may affect the safety case for the train 
or require additional homologation work.

This is particularly true when looking at Train Control and Management Systems (TCMS), which are increasingly 
becoming connected through European Train Control System (ETCS). Generally, TCMS systems were never 
designed to be connected to the internet, and so have limited cyber security controls available. They often lack 
any kind of password management or encryption, and their network equipment may not allow standard cyber 
security techniques such as port mirroring.

When following the ‘RazorSecure Approach’ to security, we often find that integrating RazorSecure Delta 
into key devices may be a challenge in safety critical environments. We need to look to a different method to 
provide visibility into these networks. 

The Challenge



The Solution
The RazorSecure Approach to cyber security follows four key steps, firstly we work with train builders/operators 
to understand how traffic flows through their network. This is particularly relevant as often train builders do not 
have a strong view of how traffic traverses their safety critical network, or this knowledge may only be known to 
a specific part of the organisation.

A RazorSecure Data Study can help provide the Train Builder/Operator with a clear picture of their onboard 
network, the traffic flows and key points within the network. We typically follow a data study by looking to 
integrate RazorSecure Delta, however in safety critical environments a different approach is needed. 

Working with the team at Siemens, we integrated RazorSecure Network into the Siemens Data Collection Unit. 
The DCU is an integrated data diode with the ability to be deployed in safety critical environments as either a 
network tap or mirroring traffic from a mirrored port on a switch.

The key advantage of a data diode in this environment is that traffic can only flow one way, and there is no risk to 
the safety case in this critical environment. The DCU represented an excellent option for this environment with 
its IEC 62443 Level 3 certification and validation of the safety case in these environments.

RazorSecure Network provides visibility into network traffic flows (both physical and logical) and asset discovery 
which can be used to aggregate and run anomaly detection on system logs from safety critical devices. It can 
be integrated into a network using the Siemens DCU, virtualised on existing hardware or integrated onto an 
approved device.

Outcome

The Siemens DCU is a rail-approved data diode with an existing safety case and IEC 62443 Level 3 
certification. It can be integrated into safety critical TCMS and ETCS systems without affecting the 
existing safety case, ensuring that no additional traffic is added to the safety critical network.

RazorSecure Network provides visibility into network traffic and connected devices, so it can be used 
to give visibility into places where RazorSecure Delta cannot be integrated due to the environment. 
Quite simply, if you can’t see what is connected, you can’t secure it. 

Aggregation of system logs from safety critical devices should not require a direct connection back to 
the wayside, using the Siemens DCU and RazorSecure Network allows you to aggregate, pre-process 
and apply anomaly detection to system logs without the need to communicate back to the cloud. This 
saves bandwidth and ensures that faults can be detected and alerted quickly.
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